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Let K be an ordered field and R a real-closed ordered extension of K. In 
[IS] Stengle generalizes the positive solution to Hilbert’s seventeenth 
problem with a characterization of those polynomialsf(X,, . . . . X,) E K[X] 
that vanish, or that are nonnegative, on a basic closed K-R-semialgebraic 
set: i.e., on a set 
P= xER”://gg,(x)>O 
I 
where gi(X), . . . . g,(X) E K[X]. For example, iff is nonnegative on P, there 
is an s E N for which 
f (xys+ l +f (W 4X) = NJ-), 
where a(X), b(X) E K[X] are sums of squares in K[X] weighted by 
positive elements of K and products of g’s [S, p. 911. 
Together with Stengle’s later “integral solution of Hilbert’s seventeenth 
problem,” [6] these theorems figure prominently in Delzell’s continuous 
solution to the seventeenth problem [3]. If f is the general form, of even 
degree d, in the variables X=(X,, . . . . X,) and with coefficients 
c = (Cl ) . ..) C,) (k= (“Ld)), one may define 
Pnd= {~ER~:VXER”+‘~(~;~)~~}. 
By Tarski’s theorem, P,, is a Q-R-semialgebraic (Q-R-s.a.) set: that is, a 
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finite Boolean combination of subsets of Rk on which polynomials with 
coefficients from Q are positive. Delzell shows that 
There are SGN and finitely many conrinuous Q-R-s.a. functions q,: P,,+ R+ and 
a,,: P,, --+ R”( such thal Vc E P,,, 
f (c; X) = 
Z, q,(c)fi(a,,,(c); X)* 
f (c; X)*,+ C, q,(c)fAa,, ,(c); X)2 
Here mi= (“T’, ) (where i = 1, 2, e, = ds + d/2, and eZ = ds) and f, is rhe general form 
of degree e, in X [3, p. 3751. 
Note that a K-R-s.a. function is a function whose graph is a K-R-s.a. set. 
The present paper exploits Delzell’s methods to prove continuous 
versions of Stengle’s theorems. Suppose, for example, that f(C,, . . . . C,; 
x 0, . . . . X,), gr(X), . . . . g,(X) E Z[C; X] and that 
According to Theorem 2, there are s, IE N and continuous, Q-R-s.a. func- 
tions a,, 5,: P+ R+ = {XE R: x>O} and b,, a,: P-+ R’ such that 
f(c; Ay2S + ’+f(c; X) c a,(c) h,(b,(c); W2gl(X) 
= T 4(c)h”,6(4; W’gAJ4 
for all c E P; here the g,‘s are products of the gis and the hI(D; X)‘s and 
F,(L); X)‘s are general polynomials with coefficients D = (D,, . . . . 0,). As in 
Delzell’s work, one may insist that if f and the g,‘s are homogeneous in X, 
then the summands in the identity are homogeneous in X of the same 
degree. One may also prove a continuous Nullstellensatz analogous to 
Proposition 2(c) in [ 1, pp. lOCrlOl]. 
One might hope to generalize the present results by admitting variable 
coefftcients C in the g;s and proving that continuous, s.a. functions still 
give the coefficients in the identity displayed above. Unfortunately, the pre- 
sent proofs rely on the fact that P is closed in Rk; thus variable coefficients 
C can appear in P’s definition only in a weak inequality following the +, 
or in a strict inequality preceding the + (as in Theorem 2 below). This 
annoying limitation to the generality of the present results has some 
bearing on the constructive, or intuitionistic, truth of Stengle’s theorems. 
As described in [3, Section 71 and [4, Conclusion], Delzell’s work yields a 
constructively valid solution to Hilbert’s seventeenth problem over the real 
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numbers R. A similar analysis shows that the present results are also 
constructively valid over the real numbers. Yet Stengle’s theorems, in full 
generality, are not constructively valid over R[4], and the constructively 
invalid versions all correspond to sets P which are not closed. In non- 
constructive mathematics, the example discussed in [4] does not present 
an identity whose coefficients vary discontinuously with the parameters c of 
the given polynomials g,(c; X). So the relation between constructive 
validity over R and continuous dependence of coefficients on parameters is 
more problematic than is sometimes believed; but this point will be 
elaborated elsewhere. 
The proofs of the present results follow the pattern of Delzell’s work, 
with which the reader would do well to be acquainted. I am grateful to 
Charles Delzell for discussing his work with me and for suggesting that his 
methods might work in a broader context. 
Note: while revising this paper I have learned that Delzell has discovered 
a new argument allowing him to improve the results of this paper in several 
ways; certain of these improvements eem beyond the reach of the methods 
used here. I am grateful to Greg Brumfiel for informing me of Delzell’s new 
work and for useful advice concerning my revisions. 
1. ANOTHER HOMOGENEOUS, SEMIALGEBRAIC NULLSTELLENSATZ 
Delzell’s argument begins with “a Homogeneous, Semi-Algebraic 
Nullstellensatz” [3, p. 3731, which improves upon Stengle’s “Integral Solu- 
tion of Hilbert’s Seventeenth Problem” [6]. While the argument of Section 
2 can also start with Delzell’s Nullstellensatz, it may be strengthened in a 
manner which both clarifies part of the later argument and may also prove 
useful in further generalization of the results of this paper. To state 
the generalization of Delzell’s Nullstellensatz, one must repeat some 
terminology from [ 3, p. 3731. If X= (X0, . . . . X,) and Y = ( Y, , . . . . Y,) are 
indeterminates, an ideal ZE K[X, Y] is X-homogeneous just in case all 
X-homogeneous components of any element of Z belong to I. The 
arguments below will speak of X-homogeneity when the variables X, are 
given, not weight 1 in the standard grading, but an integral weight di; the 
grading used in a particular argument will be clear from context. Whether 
the standard grading, or such nonstandard gradings, are used, the 
argument of [7, pp. 151-1521 shows that an ideal Zc K[X, Y] is 
X-homogeneous just in case it has a (finite) X-homogeneous basis. A 
relation 
.f+ g + . . . E z, 
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wheref, g, . . . EK[X, Y] are all X-homogeneous of the same weight in A’, is 
an X-homogeneous inclusion. Given this vocabulary, one may state 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that f,, . . . . f,, g,, . ..) gb, h,, . . . . h,, and f are 
X-homogeneous elements of K[X, Y]. Zf f (x, y) = 0 whenever (x, y) E 
Rm+n+l 
and /j hk(x, Y I= 0, 
k 
then f satisfies an X-homogeneous inclusion 
Ff *’ + c a,b: G, E (h, , . . . . h,) = Z, 
J 
(1) 
where F is a product of fi’s, each a, E K+, and each G, is a product of fi’s 
and g,‘s. 
The b;s, which belong to K[X, Y], are X-homogeneous because the 
inclusion is X-homogeneous. Theorem l-a homogeneous version of 
Colliot-Thtlene’s Proposition 2(c) [l, p. loll-actually follows from its 
corollary 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that g,, . . . . gb, h,, . . . . h,, and f are X-homogeneous 
elements of K[X, Y]. Zff(x,y)=O whenever (x,y)~R~+“+‘, 
/Qj(X>YW, and /j hkk Y) = 0, 
i k 
then f satisfies an X-homogeneous inclusion 
f2s+~aJb:G,E(h,,...,h,.)=Z, 
J 
(2) 
where each a J E Kf and each GJ is a product of g]‘s. 
Lemma l’s proof elaborates on the proof of Delzell’s Nullstellensatz, 
which follows from Lemma 1 if the g,‘s contain no x’s. One starts to prove 
Lemma 1 by showing, exactly as in [3, pp. 373-3741, that the set H of all 
polynomials f obeying an X-homogeneous inclusion (2) has the following 
closure properties: 
(i) If f E H and h E K[X, Y] is X-homogeneous, then fh E H 
(ii) Iff, h E H have the same weight in X, then f + h E H 
(iii) If h*’ +f+ C J cJ d: G J E Z (cJ’s in K+ ) is an X-homogeneous 
inclusion and f E H, then h E H. 
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Now, Stengle’s Nullstellenstatz [S, p. 893 provides a relation 
f*“+~a,b~G,~I 
J 
which may differ from (2) only in not being an X-homogeneous inclusion. 
An inductive argument based on (i)-(iii) will extract an X-homogeneous 
inclusion (2) from (3). Let b,‘s X-homogeneous component of weight k be 
(bJ)k 9 and suppose that the least k with (bJ)k # 0 is pJ. Let the weight in 
X off (G,) be d (k,). If 
p = mm (2p, + k,) 3 2sd, 
then the X-homogeneity of I yields an X-homogeneous inclusion 
f2" + c 
2p, f k, = 2sd 
as desired. Suppose, then, that p < 2sd. The X-homogeneity of I implies 
that 
c aJ(bJ)iJ GJ E I. *PJfk.i=P 
So if 2py + k,. =p, multiplication by ayG,. yields the X-homogeneous 
inclusion 
Since (b,), = 0 if I < pJ, a,(b,),G, E H whenever 21+ k, = p. 
Assume now that p <k < 2sd and 
aJ(bJ),GJ E H (4) 
whenever p < 21+ k,< k. Because Z is X-homogeneous, the weight-k 
component of the left-hand side of (3) belongs to I: 
,,+~=, aJ(bJ)f GJ+ 1 2aJ(bJ),+,(bJ),~,GJEz. 
J 2/+k,=k 
m>O 
(5) 
(4), (i), and (ii) imply that 
CJ= 1 2a,(b,),+,(bJ),~mG,EH. 
21+kJ=k 
m>o 
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So if 21’ -t k,. = k, multiplication of (5) by a/G7 yields the X-homogeneous 
inclusion 
Ca.,Jbr),G.,,]* + arCJo + c a,a,,(b,): G,Gy E I. 
Zlfkl=k 
(1% J) f (1’. J’) 
Since a,G,.aE H by (i), a,(b,),, G,. E H by (iii). So aJ(bJ),GJE H when 
21+k,=k. 
Now assume that (4) holds whenever p f 21+ k, < 2sd. By looking at the 
weight-2sd component of the left-hand side of (3), one finds that 
f’“+ c a,(b,): GJ + 1 2aAbJh+,(b~)~ mGJ~ I. (6) 
21+kJ=2sd Zl+kJ=Zsd 
m>o 
If one defines c as in the last paragraph (k = 2sd), one may argue as above 
to conclude that CJ E H. If 2Z+ k, = 2sd, multiplication of (6) by a,G, again 
allows one to show that a,(b,),G,e H. So by (i) and (ii), 
0’ = c aJ(bJ)? GJ E H. 
2l+k,=Zsd 
Because c and cr’ have the same weight in X, (T + CJ’ E H by (ii), and (6) is 
(iii) therefore implies that f e H. Q.E.D. 
One may now prove Theorem 1 from Lemma 1 by induction on a. Let 
the weight in X of f,(X, Y) be d. If one doubles the weights of the X’s 
and assigns weight -d to a new indeterminate U, the polynomials 
f,, vfu- I, g,, ...> g,, h,, . ..> h,., f,(X, Y)U2 - 1, and f are (X, U)-homo- 
geneous. Also, f (x, y) = 0 whenever (x, I’, u) E R”‘+“+‘, 
and 
A fi(x, VI ’ 0, A gf(x, v) 2 0, /j h,(x, v) = 0, 
ICU I k 
fJx, y) u2 - 1 = 0. 
SO by the induction hypothesis, there is an inclusion 
Ff2”+~a,b,(X, Y, U)‘G,e(h,, . . . . h,.,f,U2-1) (7) 
which is (X, U)-homogeneous relative to the new grading of K[X, Y, U]; 
here F is a product of the f,‘s with i < a, each a,e K+, and each G, is a 
product of the f$ with i< a and the gis, Let I,, . . . . I,, I E K[X, Y, U] yield 
the (X, U)-homogeneous inclusion 
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Ff2”+xa,b,(X, Y, U)*G,=I(X, Y, U)(f,(X, Y) U2- 1) 
One may separate the even and odd powers (in the ordinary sense) of U 
to obtain 
Ff*” + c a,[b;(X, Y, U2) + Ubo,(X, Y, U’)]’ G, 
= (1’(X, y, U’) + UlO(X, Y, V))(f,(X, Y) u* - 1) 
+ C(4xX y, U2) + UQX, Y, U2)) hk(X, Y), 
where the superscripts ‘e’ and ‘0’ stand for ‘even’ and ‘odd’, respectively. 
Extracting the even part, one obtains an (X, U)-homogeneous inclusion 
Ff”+~ a,[b;(X, Y, U2)2 + U’b;(X, Y, U’)‘] G, 
= I’(X K U2)(f,(X, Y) u* - 1) + c li(X, Y, U’) hk(X, Y) 
in which only even powers of U occur. If one replaces U2 by a new indeter- 
minate I/ of weight -2d, one obtains an (X, V)-homogeneous inclusion 
,“+c a,[b;(X, Y, V)‘+ Vb;(X, Y, V)‘] G, 
J 
= I’!X, Y, V)(.f,(X, Y) v- 1) +c Cjx, Y, V) hk(X, Y). 
k 
Letting f,(X, Y) = V- ‘, and multiplying both sides by a suitably high 
power off,, one obtains the result desired. 
2. CONTINUOUS NULLSTELLENS~TZE AND POSITIVSTELLENS~TZE 
One may begin with 
THEOREM 2. Let C= (C,, . . . . Ck) and X= (X0, . . . . X,) be indeterminates, 
f(C; X),fi(C; X), . . ..f.(C; X) be X-h omogeneous members of K[ C; X], and 
g,(X), . . . . gb(X) be X-homogeneous members of K[X]. Let 
. 
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There are s, 1 E N, X-homogeneous h,(D; X), h”,(D; X) E K[D, X1-D = 
(D,, . . . . D,) king another list of indeterminates-and continuous, K-R-s.a. 
functions a,, ii,: P + R+ and b,, 8,: P + R’for which 
F(c; X)f(c; A-p + ’ +f(c; Xl 1 a,(c) hAb,(c); X)‘gI(c; Jf) 
whenever c E P; here F is a product of fi's, the g,‘s are products of f;s and 
g,‘s, and the summands share the same degree in X. 
Proof: P is a closed, K-R-s.a. subset of Rk: so by the finiteness theorem 
[3, p. 3721, there are finitely many u,,(C) E K[C] such that 
If q E Q, then f (c; x) 3 0 whenever (c; x) E Rk + m + I, 
/)fdc; ~1 >O, /j gj(x)>O, and A UJC) 30. 
i .5 
Let d, d,, . . . . d, be the degrees in X of h f,, . . . . f,, respectively. If T, 
u 1 > .. . . U, are new indeterminates, then t =0 whenever (c, x, t, u) E 
R a+k+m+2 and 
/j g,(x) a 02 /j u&d a 03 /jf,(c;x)zdf - 1 = 0, 
i s I 
and 
f(c;x)+ t2 = 0. 
So if one assigns the X’s weight 2, the C’s weight 1, T weight d, and each 
Ui weight - d,, Theorem 1 provides an (X, T, U)-homogeneous inclusion 
T25q + c gAW u,,(C) b,,sK X T W2 
(J. S) 
E (fi(C;X) U:- l,..., f,(C;X) U;- 1, f(C;X)+ T2), 
where g, is a product of gJ’s and uqs is a product of uqs’s. Written out in 
full, these identities become 
T2sq + 1 gJtx) U,,(c) b,J.s(c, x, T, uj2 
(J. S) 
=a,(C, X T, U)(f(CV+ T2)+~a,,(C, X T, Wh(CX) U?- I), 
I 
(I), 
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where uq and the a,ls are (X, T, U)-homogeneous and the summands have 
the same weight in (X, T, U). 
Let 
w,= cEP:/jvy,(C)bO . 
J 1 
By Theorem 1 of [2, p. 471, there are continuous, K-R-s.a. retractions R,: 
cl( U,) -++ W,, where U, s P is a relatively open neighborhood of W, and 
cl( U,) is the closure of U,. (1 )y thus provides an identity 
I’*“~ + c a(X) wqs(4 b,,s(R,(c), K T, U)’ 
Cf. S) 
= a,(R,(c), X T, WfW,(c); J’7 + T*) 
+ 1 ~qi(Rq(c), x, T, U)(fifi(Rq(c); X) uf - 1) (3, 
valid when c E U,; here each wyS: U, + R+ is continuous and K-R-s.a. 
For each @#IS Q let 
Because each W, is closed in P, {rel.int. W,j, f,c_ o, where ‘rel.int.’ refers 
to the relative interior in the space P, is a (relatively) open cover of P. As 
Delzell notes [3, pp. 376-3771, one may assume that each W, is a proper 
subset of P, and so the function d,: P + R + given for c E P by 
d,(c) = distance of c to P - W, 
is well-defined, continuous, K-R-s.a., and strictly positive exactly on rel.int. 
w,. If 
D= c d, 
0#IcQ 
and 
for 0 f 1 s Q, {&),,,,Q is a partition of unity subordinate to 
{rel.int. wf}O+IGQ. 
Following Delzell, one may use the D,‘s to average different identities 
481,‘124,‘2-17 
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(2), as follows. Given @ # Ic Q, multiply together all identities (2), with 
q E I to obtain an (X, T, U)-homogeneous inclusion 
T2”+ 1 W,J(C) b,Ar,Ac), X T, U)‘sAJ-) 
= c ~Ardc), X T, U) n P~/,(~,(c; X T, U) (3), 
Hs’(a+ I) YE’ 
valid when c E nyt, U,. Here b,AC, X T U), a,(C, X, T, U) E 
K[C, X, T, U] are (X, T, U)-homogeneous, g, is a product of g,‘s, 
wIJ: n,,,lJ, -P R+ and rH: n,,,U, + Rk are K- R-s.a. and continuous, 
sI=Cyt,sy, and pyi isf(R,(c);X)+ T2, if i=O, andfi(R,(c);X) Uf- 1, if 
1 < i < a(‘(a + 1) is the set of all functions I -+ (0, . . . . u}). Multiplication of 
(3), by T’(“-“‘), where s=s e, gives all the identities (3), the same weight; 
if one multiplies each resulting identity by D,(c) and adds them all 
together, one obtains an (X, T, U)-homogeneous inclusion 
T2” +c WAC) bAr.dc), X TV2gAW 
= 1 D,(c) c aH(rH(c), X T u) n P~w,,(c; x, T u) (4) 
Q(#lsQ He’(u+ I) YEI 
valid when c E P. Here ~1~: P -P R f and rJ: P -+ Rk are K-R-s.a. and 
continuous2 b,(C, X, T, U) E K[ C, X, T, U] is (X, T, U)-homogeneous, 
and g, is a product of g,‘s; the weights D,(c) are not absorbed on the 
right-hand side as a matter of convenience later in the argument. 
To (4) one now applies the methods of Section 1. Starting with U0 = T, 
separate the even and odd powers (in the ordinary sense) of Uj in (4) and 
extract the even part. After following this procedure a + 1 times, one 
obtains an (X, T, U)-homogeneous inclusion 
T2S+c wJ(c) 1 bf;(rt;(c), A’, T2, U2)’ 
.J “GkJ+l)2 
= 1 D,(c) c GH(rH(c), X T2, u’) n P~~(Jc; X T, U), (5) 
0tIsQ Hc'(a+ I) yeI 
where 6, plays the same role as aH, (O+ “2 is the set of all functions 
(0, . . . . a} + (0, l}, each rt;: P+ Rk is K-R-s.a. and continuous, and 
each b;( C, X, T2, U”) (n, Uy(‘))2 gJ(X) is (X, T, U)-homogeneous. If 
T= 00, D,) . ..) 0, are new indeterminates of weights 2d, -2d,, . . . . -2d,, 
’ Because R, is continuous on cl( U,). 
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respectively, one may replace each Uf by zi, to obtain an (X, ?, o)- 
homogeneous inclusion 
Ty +I WJ(C) c hy(r;(c), x 7: U)’ n i7y g,(X) 
J “Elo+l12 (i > 
= c D,(c) c ~H(~H(c), X 7, 6  n ~c,~~c,,(c; X F, 8). (6) 
O#ICQ HE’(ll+ 1) qt’ 
Since multiplication by F preserves the form of (6), one may assume that 
s is odd. Replace F by -f( c; X) and nii, when i > 1, by fi(c; X) ~ ‘, and 
multiply both sides by F(c; X) = (ny=, f,(c; X))“, where it is large enough 
to eliminate all fi(c; X)‘s from denominators.3 One obtains an 
X-homogeneous identity, the left-hand side of which is 
-F(c; X)f’(c; Xy-f(C; X) c WJC) 
X cl;";,:2 (b;(rX4~ x -f(c; X)J/(c; X)r')' ,p(c; w') gJ(x) 
+ c WJ(C) c 
J ~~lu-112 
{ m$(c), -K -f(c; m,fJc; w-1)2 
c(0) = 0 
x n fi(c; X)n-"(i) g,(X); 
I 
(7) 
i2 1 
the expressions inside the curly brackets are X-homogeneous polynomials, 
and the occurrences of tf,(c; X) - ” indicate where the 0,‘s are replaced by 
the f,(c; X) -“s. On the right-hand side one need examine only those 
summands with D,(c) > 0: i.e., with c E rel.int. W,. In such circumstances 
c E W, n U, for some q E I, and so R,(c) = c since R,: U, ++ W, is a 
retraction. All the factors pyHCyJ(c; X, T, 8) must therefore vanish when F 
is replaced by -f(c; X) and 0, is replaced by f, (c; X) ~ ‘, and (7) equals 
zero for every c E P. From this result one obtains the conclusion desired. 
By noting that a = 0 just in case - a2 2 0, one may immediately obtain 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that ,h fi, . ..., f, E K[ C; X] and g, , . . . . g,, h, , . . . . 
h,. E K[ X] are X-homogeneous, and let 
P={c~R*:Vx($f;(c;x)>O and$gj(x)>Oand 
/‘jhk(x)=O+f(c;x)),O 
k 
’ This substitution makes sense only when F(c; 2’) # 0; but a simple continuity argument 
shows that the final result holds even when F(c; X) = 0. 
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There are s, 1 E N, X-homogeneous h,(D; X), K,(D; X), H,(D; X) E K[D; X] 
-D = (DI, . . . . D,) being another list of indeterminates-and continuous, 
K-R-s.a. functions a,, ii,: P + R + and b,, gI, B,: P + R’ for which 
= T G,(c) h”Ab”Ac); X)‘g,(c; Xl + f HA&(c); Xl MJ-‘) 
whenever c E P; here F is a product of fi’s, the g,‘s are products of fi’s and 
g,‘s, and the summands share the same degree in X. 
By applying the same trick to f (c; X) rather than to the hk(X)‘s, one 
obtains a continuous Nullstellensatz analogous to Colliot-ThGne’s 
Proposition 2(c) [ 1, pp. lOCrlOl]. Because 
just in case 
(c; x) E s and -f(c;x)>O+ -120, 
one might try to use Corollary 1 to obtain a continuous version of 
Colliot-ThUne’s Proposition 2(a), which characterizes polynomials strictly 
positive on a basic s.a. set. This trick will not work here, however, because 
the polynomial f (C; X) contains the variable coefficients C, which can 
appear, in the antecedent of P’s definition, only in a strict inequality. 
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